INDIVIDUAL PASTRY
FRESH FRUIT 3”

CRÈME BRÛLÉE BURNT TOP 4”
PA022-TOP
12 pc/cs

APPLE BROWN BUTTER 4”
PA039
12 pc/cs

A crusty tart shell filled with creamy custard
and topped with a cocktail of the season’s
finest berries, this tantalizing dessert is
playful, plentiful, and yet impressively
refined. Note: subject to availabliltity of
fresh fruit (not freezeable)

A tasty shell lends a refined twist to the
classic crème brûlée. Creamy custard is
beautifully enhanced with a caramelized
glaze showcasing allure and timeless
elegance.

Nothing satisfies a discriminating palate
quite like this decadent display of vanilla
cream and sliced apples, carefully cupped
in a buttery tart shell. It promises to please
down to the last bite.

LEMON 4”

KEY LIME 4”

APPLE PECAN 4”

PA009

12 pc/cs

TART

PA040

12 pc/cs

PA047

12 pc/cs

Nestled within a crusty, flaky shell, rich
vanilla custard mingles with a twist of tangy
lemon. A generous dollop of whipped
cream tops off this culinary showcase full
of flavor and flair.

For those who prefer their sweets with a
twist of tang, this key lime creation delivers
a big bang. Buttery lime filling, graced
with a subtle hint of vanilla and cloaked in
whipped cream, awakens the senses and
pleasures the taste buds.

FRESH FRUIT 4”

RUSTIC APPLE BLOSSOM
PA074
12 pc/cs

PA062

12 pc/cs

A crusty tart shell filled with creamy custard
and topped with a cocktail of the season’s
finest berries, this tantalizing dessert is
playful, plentiful, and yet impressively
refined. Note: subject to availabliltity of
fresh fruit (not freezeable)

PA048

12 pc/cs

Filled with apples, pecans, raisins and
cinnamon, this tart satisfies a wide array of
cravings – from a thirst for the sweet to a
passion for the nutty. The thick, dense crust
flakes and melts in one’s mouth.

Good old-fashioned apples get a fancy,
modern twist in this scintillating combination
of the ever-popular fruit, brown sugar and
a delicious streusel topping.

APPLE PEAR
PA133

12 pc/cs

Old-fashioned apple pie is good. But Le
Chef’s Apple Pear Pie is great! Stepping
outside the box, apples tango with
pears for a culinary choreography that
mesmerizes and tantalizes. You never knew
pies could be so edgy, did you?
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